
Energy, technology and 
domestic quality of life

a historical outlook



The first innovation that changed quality
of life

Cooking, heating, lighting
(and smoke)



The oil lamp: the second innovation that changed quality of life







Medieval peasant houses in central-northern Europe

Tria sunt damna domus: 
imbris, mala femina et fumus



The fireplace: the third innovation that 
changed quality of life

(but not so much, at the beginning)





Medieval kitchen





Window glass: the 
fourth innovation that 
changed quality of life





The stove: the fifth 
innovation that 
changed quality of 
life





XVIII century

Improvements in glass making, lighting and heating







Improvements: the Franklin stove



XIX century

Innovation takes command
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XX century

The electric energy companies push.
Energy consumption takes off











Family is the 
backbone of 
the american 
way of life
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More Family.
Electricity feeds 
feeling of guilt



A tough fight 
against electricity 
industry

(1938)
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This architecture would 
have not been possible 
without fluorescent 
lamps and air 
conditioning
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Energy consumption by sector in 
European Union

Industrial
28%
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41%

Transport
31%





Lifetime of components of the built environment



The idea that architecture belongs in one place and 
technology in another is comparatively new in history, 
and its effect on architecture, which should be the most 
complete of the arts of mankind, has been crippling.

Because of failure of the architectural profession to –
almost literally– keep the house in order, it fell to another 
body of men to assume responsibility for the maintenance 
of decent environmental conditions: everybody from 
plumbers to consulting engineers. They represented 
“another culture”, so alien that most architects held it 
beneath contempt, and still do.

Reyner Banham, The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment



Conclusions

Low energy architecture +

New technologies:

•Building envelope (from energy consumer to
energy producer)
•Cooling
•Local comfort
•Kitchen (cooking stove, integrated domestic
appliances)
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